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GOOD PRACTICE
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2x modules
(typical)
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3x modules

BAD PRACTICE

Typical 2 rows of trim modules. May be locally
increased to 3 rows or reduced to 0.5 rows in order to
maintain a consistent width to the main footway
surface. No module shall be cut so that it is less than
0.5x it's original size in any dimension

H

H
1x module

Trim units shall not be kept
at a width that prevents a
uniform footway width

1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise
stated.
2. Do not scale from this drawing. Use only written
dimensions.
3. All references to Clauses are references to those
from the Southwark Highway Specification unless
otherwise stated.

1x module

1x module

Trim units shall be extended
beyond the typical (2 units)
where possible to achieve a
uniform trim edge

<_ 3x

Trim units shall not
be kept in same
orientation when
tracking a sloped
boundary

Modules
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No. Rows of trim units may be varied by ±
half a module on the highway limit side to
simplify laying and cutting in of the modules
used to the main footway surface
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Trim modules should be cut on the
boundary/wall/building side
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Trim units shall not
be kept at a width
that prevents a
uniform trim edge
where possible
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No. Rows of trim units may be varied by ±
half a module on the highway limit side to
simplify laying and cutting in of the modules
used to the main footway surface

Trim modules should be cut on the
boundary/wall/building side
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